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The Andersen LRT uses sample characteristics as split criteria to evaluate Rasch model fit, 
or theory driven hypothesis testing for a test. The power and Type I error of a random split 
criterion was evaluated with a simulation study. Results consistently show a random split 
criterion lacks power. 
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Introduction 
By means of the Andersen likelihood ratio test (LRT; Andersen, 1973), the person 
homogeneity of the Rasch model (Rasch, 1960) can be assessed. The LRT uses split 
criteria based on test scores (e.g., median split), or external criteria (e.g., gender). 
Any split criteria can be used, and it was suggested that the type of split criteria 
affects the power of the LRT (Glas & Verhelst, 1995; Gustafsson, 1980; Rost, 1990; 
van den Wollenberg, 1979). Such a split criterion may even be a random split 
(Hambleton & Murray, 1983). Moreover, choosing a split criterion that is 
essentially meaningless would also constitute a random split (Molenaar, 1983); this 
would be the case if, for example, gender was used repeatedly as a split criterion 
without a theoretical basis to why person homogeneity could be violated across 
genders. 
Simulation studies so far have been limited to the LRT with a median split 
(e.g. Alexandrowicz & Draxler, 2016; Futschek, 2014; Gustafsson, 1980; Suárez-
Falcón & Glas, 2003). The present simulation study addresses this gap in research. 
The aim of the study is to shed light on Type I error and power of the LRT when a 
median split is not used, but a random split criterion. 
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Split Criteria 
The most commonly-used split criterion for the LRT is the median split. Scholars 
have argued that an appropriate split criterion should be related to performance, i.e., 
test takers’ raw scores (e.g., Andersen, 1982; Andrich, 1978; Glas & Verhelst, 
1995). However, the split criterion does not have to be based on the test takers’ 
scores, and using only score based split criteria may mask model misfit (e.g., 
Gustafsson, 1980; Rost, 1990; van den Wollenberg, 1982). 
Consequently, the LRT has been used with a multitude of external split 
criteria, either to test global item fit of the Rasch model, or for theory-driven 
hypothesis testing. For example, it was used to assess person homogeneity across 
commonly-used external split criteria such as age and gender; across various test 
properties: response format (Hohensinn & Kubinger, 2011), language (Arendasy, 
Sommer, & Mayr, 2012), test-taking time (Gittler & Fischer, 2011), and item order 
(Ortner, 2004); across educational variables: educational degree (van de Grift, 
Helms-Lorenz, & Maulana, 2014), and length of schooling (Schultz-Larsen, 
Kreiner, & Lomholt, 2007); across nationalities and languages (Hohensinn, 
Kubinger, Reif, Schleicher, & Khorramdel, 2011; Kreiner & Christensen, 2014; 
Lauritsen, Kreiner, Söderström, Dørup, & Lous, 2015; Yang et al., 2011); across 
health related issues and physiological criteria: previous strokes and types of 
housing (Schultz-Larsen et al., 2007) and middle ear status (Lauritsen et al., 2015); 
and even across workplace conditions such as school type and pupils in classrooms 
(van de Grift et al., 2014). A theoretical basis is not always given for why person 
homogeneity across given subsamples is being tested. 
The LRT has also been used with a random division of given samples, i.e., a 
random split criterion. Such a split into random subsamples was first proposed as 
part of a graphical inspection of the invariance of 1-PL Rasch model item 
parameters (Hambleton & Murray, 1983), and was soon employed for the LRT (e.g., 
Maier & Philipp, 1985, 1986; Maier, Philipp, Buller, & Schiegel, 1987). There are 
numerous examples of using a random split (e.g., Devy, Lehert, Varlan, Genty, & 
Edan, 2015; Gnambs & Batinic, 2011; Kliem et al., 2015; Koller & Alexandrowicz, 
2010; Rusch, Mair, Lowry, & Treiblmaier, 2013). However, little is known about 
Type I error and power of an LRT with a random split. So far, only tentative 
evidence has been offered that an LRT with a random split has less power in 
detecting multidimensionality as compared to the median split (Schoppek & 
Landgraf, 2011). No evidence has been offered regarding violations of the parallel 
ICC assumption or the local independence assumption. 
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The Current Study 
In summary, the LRT is used with a multitude of external split criteria among a 
random division of the sample. However, Type I error and power of the LRT with 
any split criteria other than the median have never been systematically addressed. 
Therefore, the aim of the current simulation study is to scrutinize the use of the 
random split for the LRT. An LRT with a random split is expected to have less 
power than with a median split (e.g., Schoppek & Landgraf, 2011). The results are 
expected to shed light on using the random split in general, but also on using 
essentially meaningless external split criteria, i.e. split criteria for which no 
theoretical basis for their use as split criteria is given. 
Methodology 
Data were simulated under 105 conditions. In line with the most exhaustive 
simulation study addressing the LRT (cf. Suárez-Falcón & Glas, 2003), data were 
simulated adhering to the 1-PL Rasch model and data violating assumptions of the 
1-PL Rasch model. Three types of 1-PL Rasch model violations (no parallel ICCs, 
no local independence, or no unidimensionality) were simulated. Data were 
simulated with different test lengths (10, 25, and 50 items) and sample sizes (100, 
250, 500, 1000, and 1500). Additionally, two degrees of 1-PL Rasch model 
violation were simulated: high and moderate (cf. Suárez-Falcón & Glas, 2003) for 
the three types of model violations. 
To violate the parallel ICC assumption, data were simulated according to a 2-
PL model (cf. Birnbaum, 1968). The discrimination parameters of each item were 
drawn from a lognormal distribution (M = 0) with a standard deviation of 0.5 or 
0.25, corresponding to a high and a moderate degree of model violation, 
respectively. To violate the local independence assumption, a pairwise inter-item 
correlation was simulated. The pair-wise inter-item correlation was either 1 or .5 
for all consecutive pairs of items, corresponding to a high and a moderate degree 
of model violation, respectively. To violate the unidimensionality assumption, two-
dimensional Rasch model data were simulated. For this two-dimensional data, the 
correlation between the two factors was either 0 or .5, corresponding to a high and 
a moderate degree of model violation, respectively. 
For each condition, 1000 data sets were simulated using the Extended Rasch 
Modeling package (eRm; Mair & Hatzinger, 2007). For each simulated data set, an 
LRT with a random split was computed. The random split was based on the random 
number generation of R: a random vector was used to assign every person either to 
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the first or second subsample. As benchmark for comparison, an LRT with median 
split was also computed. The test statistic of the LRT was computed on the basis of 
the conditional maximum-likelihood of the whole sample and of the two 
subsamples (cf. Andersen, 1973), and evaluated against a .05 significance level. 
Results 
Shown in Table 1 are the absolute number of significant (p < .05) LRT for each 
condition and type of split criteria. The significant LRT in the first column (1-PL 
Rasch model data) represent the Type I error; in the other columns (1-PL Rasch 
model violations), they represent power. Although the results were comparable for 
the Type I error rates across the types of split criteria, clear differences can be seen 
in the power analysis. 
Type I Error 
The Type I error of the LRT (the 1-PL column of Table 1) did not differ from the 
nominal-level (50 out of 1000) for the median split (the upper half of Table 1: 
M = 49.4, SD = 9.2, t[14] = −0.25, p = .80) and the random split (the lower half of 
Table 1: M = 52.7, SD = 9.1, t[14] = 1.14, p = .28). Thus, the LRT discards as many 
data fitting the 1-PL Rasch model as it should, irrespectively of the type of split 
criterion. 
Power 
For the LRT with a random split, there was no discernible pattern in the change of 
power depending on the type of model violation, the degree of model violation, the 
test length, or even the sample size. Moreover, the power was non-existent in every 
condition, in the best cases only fairly exceeding the nominal level. In contrast, the 
power analysis for the LRT with a median split was as expected: the power was 
higher the larger the sample size, the longer the test length, and the higher the 
degree of model violation. In line with previous simulation studies, the power of 
the LRT was the highest in detecting violations of the parallel ICC assumption (cf. 
Suárez-Falcón & Glas, 2003). In summary, the LRT with a median split performed 
as expected, while the LRT with a random split did very poorly in comparison: the 
power of an LRT with random splits more closely resembled a Type I error than 
sensitivity against model violations. 
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Table 1. Number of significant (p < .05) LRT for each condition; the LRT were computed 
with a split at the median (Median) and a random split (Random); 1-PL Rasch model 
assumptions (1-PL), 2-PL model assumptions (2-PL), local dependencies (Loc. Dep.), 
and two-dimensionality (2-dim) were simulated for different sample sizes (n), test lengths 
(k), and degrees of model violation 
 
Split 
criterion 
   2-PL  Loc. dep.  2-dim 
k n 1-PL  ln(0, 0.5) ln(0, 0.25)  δ = 1 δ = .5  r = 0 r = .5 
Median 10 100 46  337 138  58 44  167 70 
  250 45  743 269  61 54  380 100 
  500 44  929 573  109 54  521 185 
  1000 51  989 843  205 76  643 343 
  1500 51  998 923  289 130  741 426 
 25 100 63  406 289  70 52  215 90 
  250 49  1000 721  123 70  345 117 
  500 49  1000 969  201 86  493 220 
  1000 65  1000 1000  380 111  614 325 
  1500 37  1000 1000  595 189  738 416 
 50 100 61  990 522  89 68  194 84 
  250 55  1000 966  156 84  309 109 
  500 51  1000 1000  300 110  481 196 
  1000 42  1000 1000  623 157  598 287 
  1500 32  1000 1000  839 268  662 375 
Random 10 100 69  53 66  59 45  67 62 
  250 44  35 53  60 63  48 55 
  500 48  49 59  62 50  52 58 
  1000 51  55 43  56 51  51 54 
  1500 59  61 52  55 49  68 54 
 25 100 55  66 56  53 65  55 61 
  250 41  62 55  52 62  61 58 
  500 49  48 53  57 63  55 55 
  1000 45  56 48  55 56  63 48 
  1500 50  62 40  44 51  57 52 
 50 100 69  61 46  63 52  71 84 
  250 64  46 40  66 70  86 54 
  500 52  45 50  45 52  67 63 
  1000 41  50 45  54 57  75 62 
   1500 53  65 62  51 55  86 55 
 
Note: ln(M, SD) = lognormal distribution with mean M = 0 and SD ∈ {0.5,0.25}; δ = pair-wise inter-item 
correlation; r = factor correlation; 1000 data sets were simulated for each condition 
Conclusion 
The results demonstrated consistently for all types of model violations, samples 
sizes, and test lengths that an LRT with a random split lacks power. Researchers 
are well advised not to utilize the LRT with a random split. On a cautionary note, 
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any other split criteria than the median should be well-grounded in theory. If 
meaningless split criteria are chosen, the LRT will nearly always accept the person 
homogeneity of the compared subsamples. 
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